In order to improve the resiliency and sustainability of Delaware Water Systems, The State of Delaware Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS) is collaborating with clean energy advisor BlueSky Power to introduce Project Sunrise, a new initiative for accelerating clean energy projects.

Both public and private water systems are invited to participate in the program, with DHSS and BlueSky providing feasibility studies to the water systems to determine the most effective clean energy infrastructure approach and a clear path for funding and implementation.

The project is intended to ensure water systems:
- Stay operational without losing power
- Reduce carbon footprint
- Save money on energy

**Project Sunrise Process:**

- Complete application
- Feasibility study
- RFP issued for clean energy project finance and installation
- Clean energy construction
- Clean energy powering DE Water Systems and saving money

*Resources and more information about Project Sunrise and the January workshops will be made available on the DHSS Drinking Water State Revolving Fund website and to all Delaware water systems.*

**How to Participate:**

- **January 12, 2022**
  Workshop

- **January 26, 2022**
  Additional Information Session

- **January 15 - February 14, 2022**
  Window open to apply for a clean energy feasibility study

- **February 14 - 28, 2022**
  Review Applications

- **March 1 - April 14, 2022**
  Conduct site visits, analyze systems, and complete feasibility studies

For additional information, contact:

Sandi Spiegel | DHSS | Public Health Treatment Program Administrator | Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Phone: 302-744-4842 | Sandi.Spiegel@Delaware.gov

Ben Parvey | BlueSky Power Chief Executive Officer | Phone: 202-285-6931 | bparvey@blueskypower.com